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Basic 
Terminology

Basic Size: This is the size in relation to which all limits
of size are derived. Basic or nominal size is defined as the size
based on which the dimensional deviations are given. This is,
in general, the same for both components.

Limits of Size: The two extreme permissible sizes of a part
between which the actual size should lie.

Maximum Limit of Size: The greater of the two limits of size.

Minimum Limit of Size: The smaller of the two limits of size.



Basic 
Terminology

Shaft: A term used by convention to designate all external features of a part,
including those which are not cylindrical.

Hole: A term used by convention to designate all internal features of a part,
including those which are not cylindrical.

Maximum metal condition: It refers to the condition of hole or shaft when
maximum material is left on i.e. high limit of shaft and low limit of hole.

Minimum metal condition: If refers to the condition of hole or shaft when
minimum material is left on such as low limit of shaft and high limit of hole.



Tolerances

Tolerance is the difference between maximum and minimum
dimensions of a component, i.e, between upper limit and lower
limit.

Tolerance is of two types, bilateral and unilateral.

Unilateral Tolerance: When the tolerance distribution
is only on one side of the basic size, it is known as unilateral
tolerance. In other words, tolerance limits lie wholly on one
side of the basic size, either above or below it.

Bilateral Tolerance: When the tolerance distribution lies
on either side of the basic size, it is known as bilateral
tolerance. In other words, the dimension of the part is allowed
to vary on both sides of the basic size but may not be
necessarily equally disposed about it.



Tolerances

Unilateral 
Tolerance

Bilateral 
Tolerance



Allowance

It is the difference between the basic dimensions of the mating
parts.

When the shaft size is less than the hole size, then the
allowance is positive and when the shaft size is greater than
the hole size, then the allowance is negative.



Fits

A fit may be defined as the degree of tightness and
looseness between two mating parts.



Clearance Fit

In clearance fit, an air space or clearance exists between the
shaft and hole.

Such fits give loose joint.

A clearance fit has positive allowance, i.e. there is minimum
positive clearance between high limit of the shaft and low limit
of the hole.

Allows rotation or sliding between the mating parts.

Loose Fit, Running Fit, Slide Fit or Medium Fit



Interference 
Fit

A negative difference between diameter of the hole and the
shaft is called interference.

In such cases, the diameter of the shaft is always larger than
the hole diameter.

It used for components where motion, power has to be
transmitted.

Tight Fit or Force Fit, Shrink Fit or Heavy Force Fit, Medium
Force Fit



Transition Fit

It may result in either clearance fit or interference fit
depending on the actual value of the individual tolerances of the
mating components.

Transition fits are a compromise between clearance and
interference fits.

They are used for applications where accurate location is They
are used for applications where accurate location is important
but either a small amount of clearance or interference is
permissible.

Push Fit or Snug Fit, Force Fit or Shrink Fit, Wringing Fit



Fits



Design of 
a Gauge

Properties of Gauge Material

The material for limit gauges should meet most of the following
requirements:

Optimal Hardness: This is primary and most important
property of gauge material. It is concerned with high durability,
resistance to wear, and resistance to damage in use.

Stability of Dimensions: The material should have high
stability of dimensions to preserve size and form.

Proper Workability: Proper workability, especially in
manufacturing processes like grinding and polishing, to obtain
required accuracy.

Wear and Corrosion Resistance: The material should have high
resistance to mechanical wear and corrosion.

Low Coefficient of Linear Expansion: The material should
have low coefficient of linear expansion to avoid temperature
and heating effect.

Uniformity of Structure: The structure of gauge material
should be uniform for better accuracy.



Design of 
a Gauge

Design Consideration of Limit Gauges

Design of a gauge should be such that minimum time is taken 
to position, engage and disengage a gauge.

A pilot is provided at the nose of the plug gauge for speed up 
of operation.

A Gauge should be light as possible and should not be the 
source of fatigue to the user.

A Gauge designed for blind holes should be provided with 
relief air grooves for easy escape of trapped air.

A Gauge should have dimensional stability during use. It does 
not affected with temperature and environmental conditions.

A Gauge should be wear resistance either by case hardening or 
by using chrome layers at contact surfaces.

A Gauge should be designed for overall low cost, with all the 
required properties.



Limit gauges

These are the gauges which are used to check the limits of a
part. They are of two types: GO & NOGO gauges.

 When the component inspected by using GO & NOGO
gauges, if the GO gauge is entering and NOGO gauge is not
entering into component, the component is said to be
acceptable.

If both the gauges are entering (or) both gauges are not
entering, then the component is said to be rejectable.

The length of GO gauge is at least equal to the length of depth
of the part to be inspected.



Limit Gauges



Taylor’s Principle 
of Gauge Design

Statement 1: The “Go” gauge should always be so designed
that it will cover the maximum metal condition (MMC),
whereas a “NOT-GO” gauge will cover the minimum (least)
metal condition (LMC) of a feature, whether external or
internal.

Statement 2: The “Go” gauge should always be so designed
that it will cover as many dimensions as possible in a single
operation, whereas the “NOT-GO” gauge will cover only one
dimension.



Taylor’s Principle 
of Gauge Design
(Example/Use)

For Bearing (Hole)

High limit of hole = 38.70 mm, low limit of hole = 38.00 mm

Maximum Metal Limit of hole (Low limit of hole) = 38.00
mm, so “Go” gauge dimension become = 38.00 mm

Minimum Metal Limit of hole (high limit of hole) = 38.70
mm “Not -Go” gauge dimension become = 38.70 mm

For the bearing (hole) to be within 38.00 mm the Go-gauge
should enter and NOT-GO gauge should refuse to enter. If the
GO-gauge does not enter, the hole is smaller in dimension and
if the NOT-GO gauge also goes in the hole, then the hole is
bigger in dimension.



Difference 
Between 
Measuring And 
Gauge Instrument

Measuring is done to find the actual size of a dimension while
gauging merely shows whether a dimension is within specified
limit.

Less skill is needed for gauging than measuring.

Measuring instrument may be direct reading type.

Measuring instrument is adjusted to fit the size of a
dimension being measured and then is compared to a direct
reading scale so as to obtain the size of the dimension.

Measuring instrument may be grouped according to certain
basic principle of operation whereas gauge may be classified
as working, inspection and reference or master gauges.



Comparator

All measurements require the unknown quantity to be
compared with a known quantity, called a standard.

There are certain devices in which the standards are separated
from the instrument. It compares the unknown length with the
standard. Such measurement is known as comparison
measurement and the instrument, which provides such
comparison, is called a comparator.

Comparator is a precision instrument

Employed to find out, by how much the dimensions of the
given component differ from that of a known datum.



Comparator
(Basic Principle)

Initially, the comparator is adjusted to zero on its dial with a
standard job in position.

The reading H1is taken with the help of a plunger.

Then the standard job is replaced by the work-piece to be
checked and the reading H2 is taken.

If H1and H2 are different, then the change in the dimension
will be shown on the dial of the comparator.



Uses Of 
Comparators

Comparators can be used as
Laboratory Standards
Working Gauges
Final Inspection Gauges
Receiving Inspection Gauges
For Checking Newly Purchased Gauges



Classification 
of Comparator

Mechanical comparators (Dial Indicator, Reed Type, Sigma 
Comparator)

Mechanical‐optical comparator

Electrical and electronic comparators

Pneumatic comparators

Other types such as projection comparators, multi‐check 
comparators, etc.



Mechanical 
comparators

Self controlled and no power or any other form of energy is required. It
employs mechanical means for magnifying the small movement of the
measuring stylus. The movement is due to the difference between the
standard and the actual dimension being checked

Advantages

Do not require any external source of energy

Cheaper and portable

Robust construction and compact design

The simple linear scales are easy to read

Unaffected by variations due to external source of energy such air, electricity
etc

Disadvantages

Range is limited as the pointer moves over a fixed scale

Pointer scale system used can cause parallax error.

There are number of moving parts which create problems due to friction, and
ultimately the accuracy is less

The instrument may become sensitive to vibration due to high inertia



Electrical
Comparators

Advantages

They are in widespread use because of their instantaneous
response and convenience to amplify the input.

Electronic comparator, in particular, can achieve exceptionally
high magnification.

The mechanism carrying the pointer is very light and not
sensitive to vibrations.

As the instrument is usually operated on A.C. supply, the
cyclic vibration substantially reduces errors due to sliding
friction.

Disadvantages

Heating of coils in the measuring unit may cause zero drift and
alter the calibration.

This is usually more expensive than mechanical instrument.



Pneumatic 
Comparators

Advantages

Very high magnification

Less friction, wear and inertia

Less measuring pressure

Determines ovality and taperness of circular bores

Disadvantages

Scale is generally not uniform

Requires compressor and accurate pressure regulator

Non portable

Less sensitivity



ISO

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
is an international standard-setting body composed of
representatives from various national standards organizations.

Founded on 23 February 1947, the organization promotes
worldwide proprietary, industrial and commercial standards.

It is headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland, and works in 162
countries.

It was one of the first organizations granted general
consultative status with the United Nations Economic and
Social Council.



What Is Iso 
Certification?

ISO management standards are a series of frameworks that
help you run your business effectively.

ISO certification is proof from a third party, that you comply
with an ISO management standard. ISO certification gives your
organization credibility.

“ISO 9001 Certified” means an organization has met
the requirements in ISO 9001. It defines an ISO 9000 Quality
Management System (QMS).

ISO 9001 evaluates whether your Quality Management
System is appropriate and effective, while forcing you to
identify and implement improvements.



What Is The 
Iso 9000 
Standards 
Series?

ISO 9000 is a set of international standards on quality
management and quality assurance developed to help
companies effectively document the quality system elements
to be implemented to maintain an efficient quality system.
They are not specific to any one industry and can be applied to
organizations of any size.

ISO 9000 can help a company satisfy its customers, meet
regulatory requirements, and achieve continual improvement.
However, it should be considered to be a first step, the base
level of a quality system, not a complete guarantee of quality.

ISO 9000 vs. 9001

ISO 9000 is a series, or family, of standards. ISO 9001 is a
standard within the family. The ISO 9000 family of standards
also contains an individual standard named ISO 9000. This
standard lays out the fundamentals and vocabulary of quality
management systems (QMS).



ISO 9000

The ISO 9000 family contains these standards

ISO 9001:2015: Quality management systems - Requirements

ISO 9000:2015: Quality management systems - Fundamentals
and vocabulary

ISO 9004:2009: Quality management systems – Managing for
the sustained success of an organization.

ISO 19011:2011: Guidelines for auditing management systems



ISO 9000: 
Principles Of 
Quality 
Management

The ISO 9000:2015 and ISO 9001:2015 standards are based on
seven quality management principles that senior management
can apply for organizational improvement:

Customer focus
Understand the needs of existing and future customers

Align organizational objectives with customer needs and expectations

Meet customer requirements

Measure customer satisfaction

Manage customer relationships

Aim to exceed customer expectations

Leadership
Establish a vision and direction for the organization

Set challenging goals

Model organizational values

Establish trust

Equip and empower employees

Recognize employee contributions



ISO 9000: 
Principles Of 
Quality 
Management
(Cont..)

Engagement of people
Ensure that people’s abilities are used and valued
Make people accountable
Enable participation in continual improvement
Evaluate individual performance
Enable learning and knowledge sharing
Enable open discussion of problems and constraints

Process approach
Manage activities as processes
Measure the capability of activities
Identify linkages between activities
Prioritize improvement opportunities
Deploy resources effectively

Improvement
Improve organizational performance and capabilities
Align improvement activities
Empower people to make improvements
Measure improvement consistently
Celebrate improvements



ISO 9000: 
Principles Of 
Quality 
Management
(Cont..)

Evidence-based decision making
Ensure the accessibility of accurate and reliable data

Use appropriate methods to analyze data

Make decisions based on analysis

Balance data analysis with practical experience

Relationship management
Identify and select suppliers to manage costs, optimize resources, and

create value

Establish relationships considering both the short and long term

Share expertise, resources, information, and plans with partners

Collaborate on improvement and development activities

Recognize supplier successes



Important 
Methods For 
Statistical Data 
Analysis

In the Information Age, data is no longer scarce - it’s
overpowering.

The key is to sift through the overwhelming volume of data
available to organizations and businesses and correctly interpret
its implications.

But to sort through all this information, you need the right
statistical data analysis tools.

With the current obsession over “big data,” analysts have
produced a lot of fancy tools and techniques available to large
organizations.

Mean
Standard Deviation
Regression
Sample Size Determination
Hypothesis Testing



Mean

The arithmetic mean, more commonly known as “the
average,” is the sum of a list of numbers divided by the number
of items on the list.

The mean is useful in determining the overall trend of a data
set or providing a rapid snapshot of your data.

Another advantage of the mean is that it’s very easy and quick
to calculate.

Pitfall

Taken alone, the mean is a dangerous tool. In some data sets, the
mean is also closely related to the mode and the median (two
other measurements near the average). However, in a data set
with a high number of outliers or a skewed distribution, the
mean simply doesn’t provide the accuracy you need for a
nuanced decision.



Standard 
Deviation

The standard deviation, often represented with the Greek letter
sigma, is the measure of a spread of data around the mean.

A high standard deviation signifies that data is spread more
widely from the mean, where a low standard deviation signals
that more data align with the mean.

In a portfolio of data analysis methods, the standard deviation
is useful for quickly determining dispersion of data points.

Pitfall

Just like the mean, the standard deviation is deceptive if taken
alone. For example, if the data have a very strange pattern such
as a non-normal curve or a large amount of outliers, then the
standard deviation won’t give you all the information you need.



Others

Regression

Regression models the relationships between dependent and explanatory
variables, which are usually charted on a scatter plot. The regression line also
designates whether those relationships are strong or weak.

Hypothesis Testing

Also commonly called t testing, hypothesis testing assesses if a certain premise
is actually true for your data set or population. In data analysis and statistics,
you consider the result of a hypothesis test statistically significant if the results
couldn’t have happened by random chance. Hypothesis tests are used in
everything from science and research to business and economic

Sample Size Determination

When measuring a large data set or population, like a workforce, you don’t
always need to collect information from every member of that population – a
sample does the job just as well. The trick is to determine the right size for a
sample to be accurate. Using proportion and standard deviation methods, you
are able to accurately determine the right sample size you need to make your
data collection statistically significant.



Calculating 
Sample Size

Now that we have these values defined, we can calculate our needed sample size. 
This can be done using an online sample size calculator or with paper and pencil.

Your confidence level corresponds to a Z-score. This is a constant value needed for 
this equation. Here are the z-scores for the most common confidence levels:

90% – Z Score = 1.645

95% – Z Score = 1.96

99% – Z Score = 2.576

If you choose a different confidence level, you have to use Z-score table to find your 
score.

Next, plug in your Z-score, Standard of Deviation, and confidence interval into the 
sample size calculator or into this equation:

Necessary Sample Size = (Z-score)2 * StdDev*(1-StdDev) / (margin of error)2

Here is an example of how the math works assuming you chose a 95% confidence 
level, .5 standard deviation, and a margin of error (confidence interval) of +/- 5%.

Necessary Sample Size =((1.96)2 x .5(.5)) / (.05)2

=(3.8416 x .25) / .0025
=.9604 / .0025
=384.16

385 respondents are needed



Thank You


